


Game Overview
A game based around encouraging children to use their words to interview historical figures (among 
others) and learn about different points in history.

The Kuato Monsters are performing a series of interviews and quiz games in a late night talk show as 
part of their main show. Two of the monsters, Darpan and Nihal, have learned their lines perfectly, 
but one, Onkar, needs a little help. 

The player must help Onkar, acting as a late night show host, to engage the audience and have 
conversations with the other two monsters who are playing as guests either being interviewed or 
competing against each other.

Once both guests have answered all of the questions, they all wave at the audience as Onkar says a 
few parting words to end the show.



Layout
The two happy monsters sit on a sofa on each side 
of a makeshift stage, with the host sitting between 
the two behind a desk. The host leans towards the 
guest that they are speaking to. 

Behind them will be 1-3 props that help put 
context to the interview or quiz.

There may also be 1-2 props on the host’s desk as 
conversation points.

For example, for the ‘Moon landing’ scenario, the 
background props would be cardboard cut-outs of 
hanging celestial bodies and an astronaut, and a 
large telescope, with a piece of cheese on the 
host’s desk.



Starting the Show
The camera focuses on all three monsters at the start of the show. 

On starting, trigger word (“Welcome”) will prompt the host to introduce themselves and welcome the 
audience to the show. 

Then, the trigger word (“Introduce”) will prompt the host to introduce both guests, followed by the 
audience applauding. 



Initiating Conversation
As the audience applause die down, the host leans towards the first Monster automatically. This will 
lead directly into a camera move to focus the two characters side by side. Once in position, trigger 
words (“Thank” +”You”, “Thanks” etc) will initiate a conversation. 

The player character would then emit a speech bubble with that trigger word inside, before the NPC 
character thanks the host for inviting them to the show. Every time the player character is 
prompted to speak, their eyes dart around as they try and remember their lines. Luckily you are 
there to feed it to them. 



Asking the question
The reply from the NPC would slightly push up the previous 
message, mimicking the familiar functionality of instant 
messaging systems. 

After the NPC has thanked the host, the next trigger words 
would prompt the player to ask the first question.

While the player is speaking, a new speech bubble would 
appear on their side with ‘...’ until a full sentence had been 
understood, then the line is printed as the monster makes 
noises in its language.

When returning to a character you have spoken to already, 
the last milestone response from that character will display.

First things first, is the moon made of cheese?

Thank you so much for having me

Buzz, thanks for joining us today



Reacting to the answer
During the conversation, the system will be 
looking for linear milestones to mark off and 
progress. These will be simple responses to 
the answer given by an NPC which include 
keywords from the next question.

For example the milestone ‘Ask Buzz when the 
moon landing happened’ would be completed by 
using the keywords ( “When” + “Moon” + 
“Landing”) in response to Nihal’s text (who 
would be playing as Buzz Aldrin).

This would prompt the host to react to the 
previous answer and ask the next question, 
restarting the conversation loop.

Well that’s disappointing. So, when 
did the moon landing happen?

I’m afraid not

First things first, is the moon made of cheese?



Switching to the next guest
At certain predefined points within the 
conversation, the camera moves back to the full 
stage view automatically. You will then say 
trigger words for the host to tell the audience 
that they will now speak to the other NPC, either 
in reaction to what the first NPC said or to 
welcome them. 

For example, trigger words  (“Speak” + “Neil” + 
“Armstrong”) would prompt the host to say 
‘They sure are! Let’s speak with Neil Armstrong 
to find out more’.

The camera zooms in to the other side of the 
stage as the host leans towards the other NPC 
and the conversation loop starts again.

They sure are! Let’s find out more about 
the moon landing from Neil Armstrong



Ending the Show
After an NPC has responded to the last question from the host, the camera would zoom out to focus 
on all three monsters at the end of the show. 

The host would then automatically say a few parting words to the audience.

For example, the parting words for the Moon Landing interview would be ‘That’s brilliant, give it up 
for Buzz Aldrin and Neil Armstrong everybody!’

The audience would then applause as all the monsters wave at the audience.



Completing Milestones

Speak with Neil Armstrong to find 
out more about the moon landing

Introduce the guests Ask Neil what is an astronaut

Welcome Neil to the show

Ask Neil who was the first person 
to step out of the space shuttle on 

the moon

Ask Neil if they could repeat their 
quote when they first stepped on 

the moon

Ask Buzz if the moon is made of 
cheese

Thank Buzz for joining the show

Ask Buzz when the moon landing 
happened

Ask Buzz who were their crew 
members on the mission

Ask Buzz what was the name of 
that spaceflight

Welcome Audience to the show



Prompts and Help
To keep conversations on track and help players when they get stuck completing a milestone, the 
player will see a bubble with a hint appearing above their heads. This will speak aloud automatically 
but can be tapped again for pronunciation.

These prompts will appear straight away. Initially they will be shown and read as a guide, for example 
“Ask Buzz what was the name of that spaceflight”, as a more advanced way of understanding language 
and learning key vocabulary about various points in history. However if the user doesn’t respond 
within x seconds or y attempts, this prompt will change to the exact text of what we want the user to 
say (that matches the printed response).



Educational Benefits
‘The Late Night Show with Onkar’ will be an entertaining 
way for kids to learn history facts and key vocabulary in 
our ‘History’ module. The initial scenario ‘Moon Landing’ 
focuses on facts about the Apollo 11 mission and key 
vocabulary about the mission such as ‘Astronaut’, ‘Moon’, 
‘Shuttle’, but additional scenarios will tackle topics such 
as Ancient Egypt (‘Pyramids’, ‘Papyrus’, etc), Ancient 
Greece, geological history of Earth and the history of 
music or food, either in the form of an interview or a 
quiz segment within the show.



Moon Landing
Interviewing Buzz Aldrin and Neil Armstrong and learning all about 

the historic Apollo 11 Mission



# Objective Triggers and printed response Whispered Prompt Milestone Response Trigger animation Trigger 
character 
switch

1 1 Welcome the audience 
to the show

“Welcome”
Welcome friends to ‘The Late Night Show’. I am 
your host, Onkar.

Welcome the audience to 
the show

NPC: Nervous

2 2 Introduce the guests “Introduce”
This evening we have the pleasure to introduce 
two legends, Buzz Aldrin and Neil Armstrong!

Introduce the guests To Nihal

8 3 Speak with Darpan to 
find out more about the 
moon landing

“Speak” + “Neil” + “Armstrong”
They sure are! Let’s speak with Neil Armstrong to 
find out more about the moon landing!

Speak with Neil 
Armstrong to find out 
more about the moon 
landing

To Darpan

13 4 ending Onkar - That’s brilliant, give it up for Buzz Aldrin 
and Neil Armstrong everybody!

NPC: Happy

Moon Landing - 1 Onkar (Host)



Moon Landing - 2 Nihal (Buzz Aldrin)
# Objective Triggers and printed response Whispered Prompt Milestone Response Trigger 

animation
Trigger 
character 
switch

3 1 Thank Nihal for joining the 
show

“Thank” + “You” / “Thanks”
Buzz, Thanks for joining us today

Thank Buzz for joining 
the show

Thank you so much for having 
me

NPC: Happy

4 2 Ask Nihal if the moon is our 
only natural satellite and is 
made of cheese

“Moon” + “Cheese”
First things first,  is the moon made of cheese?

Ask Buzz if the moon 
is made of cheese

Of course not, did you really 
think it was?

 NPC: Angry

5 3 Ask Nihal when the moon 
landing happened

“When” + “Moon” + “Landing”
Well that’s disappointing. So, when did the moon 
landing happen?

Ask Buzz when the 
moon landing happened

That would be on the 16th of 
July 1969

NPC: Happy

6 4 Ask Nihal what was the name 
of that spaceflight

“Name” + “Spaceflight”
Interesting, and what was the name of that 
spaceflight?

Ask Buzz what was the 
name of that 
spaceflight

If I remember correctly, it 
was Apollo 11!

7 5 Ask Nihal who were their crew 
members on the mission

“Crew” + “Members” + “Mission”
You probably don’t remember this, but who 
were your crew members on the mission?

Ask Buzz who were 
their crew members on 
the mission

Neil Armstrong and Michael 
Collins. As a matter of fact, 
Neil is right there, you should 
go bother them!

Onkar: 
Happy
Nihal: Angry

To Onkar



# Objective Triggers and printed response Whispered Prompt Milestone Response Trigger 
animation

Trigger 
character 
switch

9 1 Welcome Nihal to the 
show

“Welcome”
Neil Armstrong, welcome to the show! You look 
great by the way!

Welcome Neil to the 
show

Why thank you Onkar, I am happy to 
be here

NPC: Happy

10 2 Ask Nihal what is an 
astronaut

“What” + “Astronaut”
What is an astronaut?

Ask Neil what is an 
astronaut

An astronaut is someone who is 
specially trained to travel into outer 
space, like me, Buzz, and Michael

11 3 Ask Nihal who was the 
first person to step out 
of the space shuttle  
on the moon

“Space” + “Shuttle”
Fascinating, and who was the first person to step 
out of the space shuttle on the moon?

Ask Neil who was the 
first person to step out 
of the space shuttle on 
the moon

Well, I was the first person to step 
on the moon, so that would be me!

12 4 Ask Nihal if they could 
repeat their quote 
when they first stepped 
on the moon

“Quote” + “Moon”
If you don’t mind, could you please repeat your 
famous quote when you first stepped on the moon 
for our audience?

Ask Neil if they could 
repeat their quote when 
they first stepped on the 
moon

Of course, “That’s one small step 
for man, one giant leap for 
mankind”

To Onkar

Moon Landing - 3 Darpan (Neil Armstrong)



Who knows it better?
Mummy vs Pharaoh

Mummy and Pharaoh compete to see who can correctly answer the 
most questions about Ancient Egypt



# Objective Triggers and printed response Whispered Prompt Milestone 
Response

Trigger animation Trigger 
character 
switch

1 1 Welcome the 
audience to the 
show

“Welcome”
Welcome friends to this little segment of the ‘The Late Night 
Show’ that we like to call ‘Who Knows it Better?’. I am your 
host, Onkar.

Welcome the audience to 
the show

NPC: Nervous

2 2 Introduce the 
guests

“Introduce”
This evening we have the pleasure to introduce our two 
contestants, Mummy and Pharaoh!

Introduce the guests To Nihal

4 3 Find out if Nihal 
is right about 
Darpan

“Pharaoh” + “Mummy”
Is Pharaoh right about Mummy? Let’s find out!

Find out if Pharaoh is 
right about Mummy

To Darpan

10 4 Find out if 
Darpan is right 
about Nihal

“Mummy” + “Pharaoh”
Is Mummy right about Pharaoh? Let’s find out!

Find out if Mummy is right 
about Pharaoh

To Nihal

14 5 Result You are absolutely correct! Congrats you won! Give it up for 
Pharaoh everyone! Better luck next time Mummy…

Onkar: Happy
Nihal: Happy
Darpan: Jealous

Mummy vs Pharoah- 1 Onkar (Host)



Mummy vs Pharoah- 3 Nihal (Pharaoh)
# Objective Triggers and printed response Whispered Prompt Milestone Response Trigger 

animation
Trigger 
character 
switch

3 1 Introduce Nihal as the first 
contestant

“First” + “Contestant”
Our first contestant today is Pharaoh!  How 
are you feeling about your chances today?

Introduce Pharaoh as the first 
contestant

Pretty good, Onkar. I am 
pretty sure I know more 
about Ancient Egypt than 
Mummy

NPC: Happy To Onkar

11 2 Ask Nihal what papyrus was 
used for

“Papyrus”
First question: What was papyrus used for?

Ask Pharaoh what papyrus was 
used for

Papyrus was a kind of 
paper that was used by 
Ancient Egyptians for 
writing

 

12 3 Ask Nihal how many Ancient 
Egyptian gods and goddesses 
are there

“Gods” + “Goddesses”
Correct! How many Ancient Egyptian gods 
and goddesses are there?

Ask Pharaoh how many 
Ancient Egyptian gods and 
goddesses are there

There are over 2000, each 
one watched over 
something different, like 
life or death

13 4 Ask Nihal what animal was the 
most sacred in Ancient Egypt

“Animal” + “Sacred”
Correct again! Final question: What animal 
was the most sacred in Ancient Egypt?

Ask Pharaoh what animal was 
the most sacred in Ancient 
Egypt

Ah that’s easy, it’s the 
mighty cat!

NPC: 
Maniacal 
Laugh

To Onkar



# Objective Triggers and printed response Whispered Prompt Milestone Response Trigger 
animation

Trigger 
character 
switch

5 1 Welcome Darpan 
to the show

“Second” + “Contestant”
And here’s our second contestant, Mummy! Do you think 
Pharaoh is getting ahead of themselves?

Introduce Mummy as the 
second contestant

Oh for sure Onkar, they don’t 
know half the things I know!

NPC: 
Happy

6 2 Ask Darpan what 
pyramids were 
used for

“Pyramids”
Well let’s find out! What were pyramids used for?

Ask Mummy what 
pyramids were used for

They were used for burying my 
opponent, the Pharaohs!

NPC: 
Maniacal 
Laugh

7 3 Ask Darpan who 
wore makeup in 
Ancient Egypt

“Makeup” + “Ancient” + “Egypt”
Correct! Who wore makeup in Ancient Egypt, men or women?

Ask Mummy who wore 
makeup in Ancient Egypt

Hmm, was it men? NPC: 
Confused

8 4 Ask Darpan what 
are hieroglyphs

“Hieroglyphs”
That was a trick question, makeup was worn by both men and 
women! Final question: What are hieroglyphs?

Ask Mummy what are 
hieroglyphs

Hieroglyphs are symbols that 
look like pictures and were used 
by Ancient Egyptians to write

NPC: 
Happy

9 5 Declare that you 
will see if Nihal 
knows more than 
Darpan

“Pharaoh” + “More”
You are…correct! 

Let’s see if Pharaoh knows more than you

Declare that you will see if 
Pharaoh knows more than 
Mummy

Go for it, but I doubt they do NPC: 
Jealous

To Onkar

Mummy vs Pharoah- 2 Darpan (Mummy)



Who knows it better?
Blackbeard vs Anne Bonny

Blackbeard and Anne Bonny compete to see who can correctly 
answer the most questions about pirates



# Objective Triggers and printed response Whispered Prompt Milestone 
Response

Trigger animation Trigger 
character 
switch

1 1 Welcome the 
audience to the 
show

“Welcome”
Welcome friends to this little segment of the ‘The Late Night 
Show’ that we like to call ‘Who Knows it Better?’. I am your 
host, Onkar.

Welcome the audience to the 
show

NPC: Nervous

2 2 Introduce the 
guests

“Introduce”
This evening we have the pleasure to introduce our two…very 
smelly contestants, Blackbeard and Anne Bonny!

Introduce the guests NPC: Nose Pinch
Parrot SFX: What about me?

2.5 2.5 Introduce the 
parrot

“Parrot”
Oh yes, and also the parrot that no-one invited

Introduce the parrot Parrot SFX: As if they 
invited you!
Audience SFX: Laughs

To Nihal

4 3 Find out if Nihal 
is right about 
Darpan

“Blackbeard”
Aww, little Blackbeard is annoyed. Will they win this time? 
Let’s find out!

Find out if Blackbeard will 
win this time

NPC: Happy
Audience SFX: Ahhs

To Darpan

10 4 Find out if 
Darpan is right 
about Nihal

“Blackbeard”
Is Anne Bonny right about Blackbeard? Let’s find out!

Find out if Anne Bonny is 
right about Blackbeard

NPC: Nervous To Nihal

14 5 Result You are absolutely correct! Congrats you won! Give it up for 
Blackbeard everyone! Better luck next time Anne Bonny…

NPC: Happy

Blackbeard vs Anne Bonny- 1 Onkar (Host)



Blackbeard vs Anne Bonny- 2 Nihal (Blackbeard)
# Objective Triggers and printed response Whispered Prompt Milestone Response Trigger 

animation
Trigger 
character 
switch

3 1 Introduce Nihal as the first 
contestant

“First” + “Contestant”
Moving on, our first contestant today is 
Blackbeard!  How are you feeling about your 
chances today?

Introduce Blackbeard as the 
first contestant

How dare you ask me 
that, I always win!

NPC: Angry To Onkar

11 2 Ask Nihal who was the most 
feared pirate of them all

“Feared”
First question: Who was the most feared 
pirate of them all?

Ask Blackbeard who was the 
most feared pirate of them all

Aaargh, that would be me 
of course! What a stupid 
question!

NPC: Maniacal 
Laugh
Parrot SFX: 
Show off!

12 3 Ask Nihal if parrots were kept 
as pets by pirates

“Parrots”
Unfortunately, you are correct! Did pirates 
keep parrots as pets?

Ask Blackbeard if parrots 
were kept as pets by pirates

We used to steal parrots 
to sell, not keep as pets, 
but they were great 
entertainment onboard!

NPC: Happy

13 4 Ask Nihal if pirates wore an 
eye patch

“Eye” + “Patch”
Correct again! Final question: Did pirates 
wear an eye patch?

Ask Blackbeard if pirates wore 
an eye patch

Yes, so we can see better 
below deck in the night 
time

To Onkar



# Objective Triggers and printed response Whispered Prompt Milestone Response Trigger animation Trigger 
character 
switch

5 1 Welcome Darpan 
to the show

“Second” + “Contestant”
And here’s our second contestant, Anne Bonny! Do 
you think Blackbeard will win this time?

Introduce Anne Bonny as the 
second contestant

No chance Onkar, they are 
shark bait tonight!

NPC: Happy
Parrot SFX: At least 
I’m not!

6 2 Ask Darpan what 
was grog

“Grog”
Well let’s find out! What was Grog?

Ask Anne Bonny what was 
grog

Grog was the drink of choice for 
us pirates!

7 3 Ask Darpan what 
was the skull and 
crossbones flag 
called

“Skull” + “Crossbones”
Correct! What was the skull and crossbones flag at 
the top of a pirate ship called?

Ask Anne Bonny what was 
the skull and crossbones flag 
called

It was probably called the Jolly 
Anne flag, after me!

NPC: Maniacal Laugh
Parrot SFX: Pompous 
Anne! Pompous Anne!

8 4 Ask Darpan what 
were the most 
common items in 
a pirate’s 
treasure

“Treasure”
Well, I’m afraid not. It was called the Jolly Roger 
flag! Final question: What were the most common 
items in a pirate’s treasure?

Ask Anne Bonny what were 
the most common items in a 
pirate’s treasure

Sure, name it after Roger!
Ah well, most of it was food, 
lumber, cloth and animal hides, 
but sometimes we got lucky and 
had some gold or silver

NPC: Jealous

Parrot SFX: What 
about me?

9 5 Declare that you 
will see if Nihal 
knows more than 
Darpan

“Blackbeard” + “More”
You are…correct! 

Let’s see if Blackbeard knows more than you

Declare that you will see if 
Blackbeard knows more than 
them

Hah, I’m pretty sure they don’t! To 
Onkar

Blackbeard vs Anne Bonny- 3 Darpan (Anne Bonny)



Gobble Gobble
Chef Darpan vs Chef Nihal

Chefs Darpan and Nihal try to answer historical food questions and if they 
can’t answer or get it wrong, they need to eat something that is disgusting



# Objective Triggers and printed response Whispered Prompt Milestone 
Response

Trigger animation Trigger 
character 
switch

1 1 Welcome the 
audience to the 
show

“Welcome”
Welcome friends to this little segment of the ‘The Late Night 
Show’ that we like to call ‘Gobble Gobble’. I am your host, 
Onkar.

Welcome the audience to the 
show

NPC: Nervous
Onkar: Happy
Nihal: Happy

2 2 Introduce the 
guests

“Introduce”
This evening we have the pleasure to introduce our talented 
in-house chefs, Nihal and Darpan!

Introduce the guests To Nihal

8 3 Find out if 
Darpan can do 
better

“Better”
Well that was awful. Let’s see if Chef Darpan can do any 
better…

Find out if Chef Darpan can 
do better

NPC: Disappointed To Darpan

14 4 Result You have both failed spectacularly! Well, time to find new 
chefs…

Onkar: Disappointed
Nihal: Crying
Darpan: Crying

Chef Darpan vs Chef Nihal - 1 Onkar (Host)



Chef Darpan vs Chef Nihal - 2 Nihal (Chef Nihal)
# Objective Triggers and printed response Whispered Prompt Milestone Response Trigger TCS

3 1 Introduce Nihal as the 
first contestant

“First” + “Contestant”
Our first contestant today is Nihal!  How are you 
feeling about your chances today?

Introduce Nihal as the 
first contestant

Pretty good, I know my food history 
stuff so there’s no way I’m eating 
any of this!

4 2 Ask Nihal where did jellied 
eels come from

“Jellied” + “Eels”
Let’s start with an easy one, Where did jellied eels 
come from?

Ask Nihal where did 
jellied eels come from

Was it Eel be Starving Restaurant? Onkar: Sad
Audience: Laugh

5 3 Help Onkar to pick 
something gross for 
Nihal to eat!

No! It came from England!
As punishment, you have to eat  a - - -.
Op 1: boot filled with bones
Op 2: dirty coral
Op 3: tentacle pizza

Help Onkar to pick 
something gross for 
Nihal to eat!

Nihal: Eating 
one of the 
options
Audience: 
disgusted

6 4 Ask Nihal what was the 
first meal eaten on the 
moon

“Meal” + “Moon”
I know you can do better, what was the first meal 
eaten on the moon?

Ask Nihal what was the 
first meal eaten on the 
moon

Was it moon cake? Nihal: Happy
Onkar: 
Disappointed
Audience: Laugh

7 5 Help Onkar to pick 
something gross for 
Nihal to eat!

No, it was bacon! Well, time to eat some - - - .
Op 1: teeth
Op 2: feathers
Op 3: barnacles

Help Onkar to pick 
something gross for 
Nihal to eat!

Nihal: Eating 
pizza
Audience: 
disgusted

To 
Onkar



# Objective Triggers and printed response Whispered Prompt Milestone Response Trigger animation Trigger 
character 
switch

9 1 Introduce Darpan 
as the second 
contestant

“Second” + “Contestant”
And here’s our second contestant, Chef Darpan! You 
will do better than Nihal, right?

Introduce Darpan as the second 
contestant

Don’t worry Onkar, I am 
fully prepared!

Onkar: Happy

10 2 Ask Darpan 
where did pasta 
come from

“Pasta”
Ok then, where did pasta come from?

Ask Darpan where did pasta come 
from

Is it Pasta Hut? Audience: Laugh
Onkar: Sad

11 3 Help Onkar to 
pick something 
gross for Darpan 
to eat!

No, it came from Italy! Let’s make Darpan eat - - -.
Op 1: some seaweed
Op 2:  a piece of soapy paper
Op 3: a  jellyfish

Help Onkar to pick something 
gross for Darpan to eat!

Darpan: Eating pizza
Audience: disgusted
Onkar: Disappointed

12 4 Ask Darpan what 
bean was used 
instead of money

“Bean”
Don’t mess this one up! What bean was used instead 
of money?

Ask Darpan what bean was used 
instead of money

Ooo I know this one! Was it 
jelly beans?

Darpan: Happy
Audience: Laugh
Onkar: Angry

13 5 Help Onkar to 
pick something 
gross for Darpan 
to eat!

No, it was Cocoa beans! Well get ready to eat - - -.
Op 1: some sea shells
Op 2: a barrel of teeth
Op 3: some smelly pineapples

Help Onkar to pick something 
gross for Darpan to eat!

Darpan: Eating pizza
Audience: disgusted

To 
Onkar

Chef Darpan vs Chef Nihal - 3 Darpan (Chef Darpan)



Gobble Gobble
Chef Fowson vs Chef Ramnie

Chefs Fowson and Ramnie try to answer historical food questions and if they 
can’t answer or get it wrong, they need to eat something that is disgusting



# Objective Triggers and printed response Whispered Prompt Milestone 
Response

Trigger animation Trigger 
character 
switch

1 1 Welcome the 
audience to the 
show

“Welcome”
Welcome friends to this little segment of the ‘The Late Night 
Show’ that we like to call ‘Gobble Gobble’. I am your host, 
Onkar.

Welcome the audience to the 
show

NPC: Nervous
Onkar: Happy
Nihal: Happy

2 2 Introduce the 
guests

“Introduce”
This evening we have the pleasure to introduce our new 
in-house chefs, Fowson and Ramnie!

Introduce the guests To Nihal

8 3 Find out if 
Darpan can do 
better

“Better”
Well that was awful. Let’s see if Chef Ramnie can do any 
better…

Find out if Ramnie can do 
any better

NPC: Disappointed To Darpan

14 4 Result You two are almost as bad as my previous chefs! Well, time to 
find new ones AGAIN…

Onkar: Disappointed
Nihal: Crying
Darpan: Crying

Chef Fowson vs Chef Ramnie - 1 Onkar (Host)



Chef Fowson vs Chef Ramnie - 2 Nihal (Chef Fowson)
# Objective Triggers and printed response Whispered Prompt Milestone Response Trigger TCS

3 1 Introduce Nihal as 
the first 
contestant

“First” + “Contestant”
Our first contestant today is Chef Fowson!  How are you 
feeling about your chances today?

Introduce Fowson as the first 
contestant

4 2 Ask Nihal where did 
curries come from

“Curries”
Let’s start with an easy one, where did curries come from?

Ask Fowson where did curries 
come from

Was it the Delhi 
Lama?

Onkar: Sad
Audience: Laugh

5 3 Help Onkar to pick 
something gross 
for Nihal to eat!

No, it came from the Indian Subcontinent!
As punishment, you have to eat  a - - -.
Op 1: mudball
Op 2: blowfish
Op 3: tentacle pizza

Help Onkar to pick something 
gross for Fowson to eat!

Nihal: Eating one of 
the options
Audience: disgusted

6 4 Ask Nihal where did 
sushi come from

“Sushi”
I know you can do better, where did sushi come from?

Ask Fowson where did sushi 
come from

I’m pretty sure 
Marilyn Mon Roll 
invented sushi

Nihal: Happy
Onkar: Disappointed
Audience: Laugh

7 5 Help Onkar to pick 
something gross 
for Nihal to eat!

No, it came from Southeast Asia. Well, time to eat some - - 
- .
Op 1: sea shells
Op 2: dirty tentacles
Op 3: limes

Help Onkar to pick something 
gross for Fowson to eat!

Nihal: Eating pizza
Audience: disgusted

To 
Onkar



# Objective Triggers and printed response Whispered Prompt Milestone Response Trigger animation Trigger 
character 
switch

9 1 Introduce Darpan 
as the second 
contestant

“Second” + “Contestant”
And here’s our second contestant, Chef Ramnie ! You 
will do better than Nihal, right?

Introduce Ramnie as the second 
contestant

Don’t worry Onkar, I am 
fully prepared!

Onkar: Happy

10 2 Ask Darpan 
where did noodle 
come from

“Noodle”
Ok then, where did noodle come from?

Ask Ramnie where did noodle 
come from

Noody Nood Necker Audience: Laugh
Onkar: Sad

11 3 Help Onkar to 
pick something 
gross for Darpan 
to eat!

No, it was China! Let’s make Darpan eat some - - -.
Op 1: seaweed
Op 2: soapy crab(sticks)
Op 3: old shrimp

Help Onkar to pick something 
gross for Ramnie to eat!

Darpan: Eating pizza
Audience: disgusted
Onkar: Disappointed

12 4 Ask Darpan 
where did 
cheesecake come 
from

“Cheesecake”
Don’t mess this one up! Who invented cheesecake?

Ask Ramnie where did 
cheesecake come from

Although some think it was 
the Greeks, it was actually 
Cheezy

Darpan: Happy
Audience: Laugh
Onkar: Angry

13 5 Help Onkar to 
pick something 
gross for Darpan 
to eat!

No, it was the Greeks! Well get ready to eat a - - -.
Op 1: boot
Op 2: feather
Op 3: smelly pizza

Help Onkar to pick something 
gross for Ramnie to eat!

Darpan: Eating pizza
Audience: disgusted

To 
Onkar

Chef Fowson vs Chef Ramnie - 3 Darpan (Chef Ramnie)



General Asset List (Min)*
Stage Character prop

Curtains (from Chit-Chat) Bow tie (for Onkar to wear as host)

Stage lights (from Chit-Chat) Earpiece (for Onkar to wear as host, so they can 
get prompts from the producer, but could also be 
stagehand passing lines like in Chit-Chat)

Spotlights (from Chit-Chat)

Stage (from Chit-Chat)

(Neon glowing) sign saying “The Late 
Night Show with Onkar” 
(ideally in front of the host’s desk)

Host’s desk

Single seater sofa x2 (duplicated) (if 
sitting variant of animations in scope, 
else standing stool instead)

* New assets are highlighted and listed in priority order (top to bottom)



General Asset List (Optional)*
Stage Character prop

City Skyline Cardboard cut-out Facade Evening suit (for Onkar to wear as 
host)

(Neon glowing) sign saying “Who knows it better? 
with Onkar” in front of the host’s desk

Guest pass lanyard x2 (duplicated)

Mug (for host’s desk)

* New assets are highlighted and listed in priority order (top to bottom)



Animations

* New assets are highlighted and listed in priority order (top to bottom)

Ideally, the animations would be exaggerated, almost slapstick. For example:

Animation Style Description

Nervous Eyes darting around, occasional nervous laugh

Jealous Nose like they’re about to sneeze, making faces, speaking under their breath

Happy Fake happy to be polite but the eyes show they are faking it and got better places to be 
(think show-off celebrities getting interviewed)

Confused Shaking head and their hands up in the air 

Sitting Swinging feet while sitting down (like an excited kid)

Angry NPC stands up indignantly, stomps on the spot, waves hands around, and crosses arms 
while looking angrily at the host (like a spoilt kid who hasn’t got what they asked for)

Maniacal laugh Think Mr Burns evil laugh from Simpsons



Animation List (Min)*
Monsters

Learning lines from a sheet of paper (from Chit Chat asset list)

2x actors preparing (from Chit Chat asset list)

Nervous (To be used on the mediator to indicate they don’t know their next line - from Chit Chat asset list)

Jealous (from Chit Chat asset list)

Happy (To be used on the NPCs being interviewed) (if out of scope, can use existing Idle animation)

Confused (from Chit Chat asset list)

Learning lines from a sheet of paper (if stagehand prompt is used instead of earpiece)(from Chit Chat asset list)

Angry (from Chit Chat asset list)

2x host leaning on host table and looking at NPC (left and right) (when host is speaking to an NPC)

Sitting variant of above animations  (if out of scope, can substitute for standing animation)

* New assets are highlighted and listed in priority order (top to bottom)



Animation List (Optional)*
Monsters

2x guests waving at the audience (beginning and end sequence)

Maniacal Laugh

Disappointed

Crying (from Chit Chat asset list)

Sad (from Chit Chat asset list)

Shy (from Chit Chat asset list)

* New assets are highlighted and listed in priority order (top to bottom)



SFX List (Min)*
Monsters

Nervous (To be used on the mediator to indicate they doesn’t know their next line) Audience applause (for end of show and introducing a guest NPC) (from Chit Chat asset 
list)

Answering happily (if Happy anim in scope) Audience mumble idle (for start of show) (from Chit Chat asset list)

Answering passively  (if Happy anim out of scope) (from Chit Chat asset list) Answering with a hint of jealousy (from Chit Chat asset list)

Answering Angrily (from Chit Chat asset list) Correct answer (For quiz show)

Answering passively (from Chit Chat asset list) Wrong answer (For quiz show)

Confused noises (from Chit Chat asset list) Audience “Ahhhh” (from Chit Chat asset list)

Asking a question openly (few variants) (from Chit Chat asset list) Audience laughs

Answering Sadly (from Chit Chat asset list)

Answering Angrily (from Chit Chat asset list)

* New assets are highlighted and listed in priority order (top to bottom)



SFX List (Optional)*
Monsters

Shy noises (from Chit Chat asset list)

Crying (from Chit Chat asset list)

Maniacal Laugh

* New assets are highlighted and listed in priority order (top to bottom)



Background props Character Props

Cardboard cut-out stars and moon (and 
other celestial bodies) hanging

Space suit x2 (for Buzz and Neil to 
wear)(existing asset)

Moon Landing Asset List (Min)*

* New assets are highlighted and listed in priority order (top to bottom)



Background props Animations

Large telescope Stars and moon moving slowly, rotating 
side to side from a piece of thread from 
the ceiling

Cardboard cut-out of an astronaut

Piece of cheese (on host’s desk)

Moon Landing Asset List (Optional)*

* New assets are highlighted and listed in priority order (top to bottom)



Mummy  vs Pharaoh Asset List (Min)*
Background props Character Props

Cardboard cut-out Pyramids Mummy suit (up to neck) (for Mummy to 
wear)

Pharaoh headpiece (for Pharaoh to wear)

* New assets are highlighted and listed in priority order (top to bottom)



Mummy  vs Pharaoh Asset List (Optional)*
Background props

Cardboard cut-out Pharaoh Mask

Board with (fake) hieroglyphs on it

* New assets are highlighted and listed in priority order (top to bottom)



Blackbeard vs Anne Bonny Asset List (Min)*
Background props Character Props Animations

Accordion (asset from Hide and Speak) Pirate Costume x2 (for 
Blackbeard and Anne 
Bonny to wear) (asset 
from Hide and Speak)

Animated parrot on host’s desk, near Blackbeard 
(asset from Hide and Speak)

Treasure chest (asset from Hide and Speak)

Gold coins (asset from Land Ho)

Pirate boxes (asset from Hide and Speak)

Jolly Roger Flag hanging from ceiling with ropes 
(asset from Hide and Speak)

Barrel (asset from Hide and Speak)

Cannon (asset from Hide and Speak)

Cutlass (asset from Hide and Speak)

* New assets are highlighted and listed in priority order (top to bottom)



Blackbeard vs Anne Bonny Asset List (Optional)*

* New assets are highlighted and listed in priority order (top to bottom)

Animation SFX

Flies particles (around Blackbeard and Anne 
Bonny) (asset from Hide and Speak)

Flies buzzing around (asset from Hide and Speak)

Nose pinch/ Nose up (for Onkar introduces both 
smelly pirates)



SFX Triggered at 
Milestone:

SFX

2.5 As if they invited you!

11 Show off!

5 At least I’m not!

7 Pompous Anne! Pompous Anne!

8 What about me?

Blackbeard vs Anne Bonny: Parrot SFX
The parrot on the host’s desk can be occasionally heard during the show. Similar to the audience, they are only heard and the camera does not pan 
to focus on them.



Scenario Tool Additions
● Option to add separate milestones for Onkar (like Darpan and Nihal)
● Option to switch to Onkar on milestone trigger
● Option to select a different trigger animation for each NPC (Onkar, Nihal and Darpan) for each 

milestone (even if it isn’t a character trigger milestone)
● Option to add multiple trigger SFXs, including which order they should play. The next milestone 

would be triggered after all the SFXs play out


